Chroma A Book Of Colour June 93
If you ally compulsion such a referred chroma a book of colour june 93 books that will pay for you
worth, get the categorically best seller from us currently from several preferred authors. If you want to
funny books, lots of novels, tale, jokes, and more fictions collections are with launched, from best seller
to one of the most current released.
You may not be perplexed to enjoy every books collections chroma a book of colour june 93 that we will
no question offer. It is not roughly the costs. Its about what you dependence currently. This chroma a
book of colour june 93, as one of the most enthusiastic sellers here will categorically be in the middle of
the best options to review.

Gaze Against Imperialism Padraig Robinson 2019-10 "Gaze Against Imperialism" follows a dialogue
in eight scenes between Padraig Robinson and University Librarian Cathal Kerrigan, co-founder of the
small lobby group, Gays Against Imperialism, using the photocopy of an archival photograph as a
starting point.
Handmade Silk Paper Kath Russon 1999 "...step-by-step photographs in this book feature the author,
Kath Russon, demonstrating how to make silk papers. " -- title verso.
Handbook of Color Psychology Andrew J. Elliot 2015-12-17 We perceive color everywhere and on
everything that we encounter in daily life. Color science has progressed to the point where a great deal
is known about the mechanics, evolution, and development of color vision, but less is known about the
relation between color vision and psychology. However, color psychology is now a burgeoning, exciting
area and this Handbook provides comprehensive coverage of emerging theory and research. Top
scholars in the field provide rigorous overviews of work on color categorization, color symbolism and
association, color preference, reciprocal relations between color perception and psychological
functioning, and variations and deficiencies in color perception. The Handbook of Color Psychology
seeks to facilitate cross-fertilization among researchers, both within and across disciplines and areas of
research, and is an essential resource for anyone interested in color psychology in both theoretical and
applied areas of study.
Modern Nature Derek Jarman 2009 Originally published: Woodstock, N.Y.: Overlook Press, 1994.
Color Correction for Video Steve Hullfish 2013-07-31 Use color to improve your storytelling, deliver
critical emotional cues, and add impact to you videos. This book shows you how to analyze color
correction problems and solve them- whatever NLE or plugin you use. Experienced editors and colorists
in their own right, the authors also include the wisdom of top colorists, directors of photography, and
color scientists to deliver this insightful and authoritative presentation of the theory and practice of
color correction. The book provides technical insight into how to effectively color correct your video,
also delving into how color can impact storytelling and deliver critical emotional cues. The new edition
also includes 2 new "Quickstart Tutorials", a new chapter on how color impacts storytelling, information
on the impact HD has had on the correcting process, and updated application specifications. The
downloadable resources feature new and more robust tutorial media.
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Seeing is Forgetting the Name of the Thing One Sees Lawrence Weschler 1982-01-01 Traces the
life and career of the California artist, who currently works with pure light and the subtle modulation of
empty space
The Book Lover Ali Smith 2008-12-02 From the acclaimed, award-winning author comes a sparkling,
surprising collection of the writing she loves best—and without which she would not have become a
writer. The Book Lover is a treasure trove of what Ali Smith has loved over the course of her reading
life, in her twenties, as a teenager, as a child. Full of pieces from amazing writers like Sylvia Plath,
Muriel Spark, Grace Paley, and Margaret Atwood, it also has a wonderful selection of lesser-known
authors like Joseph Roth, only just gaining proper status now, and Clarice Lispector, a Brazilian genius
who's far too underpublished. From surprising figures like Beryl the Peril, Billie Holliday, and Lee
Miller to unusual selections from the most prominent writers in history, The Book Lover is an intimate,
personal anthology that gives readers a glimpse of how writers develop their craft—by reading other
writers.
Black Michel Pastoureau 2009 About the history of the color black, its various meanings and
representations.
At Your Own Risk Derek Jarman 2017-12-14 Impassioned, witty and polemical, At Your Own Risk is
Derek Jarman's defiant celebration of gay sexuality. In At Your Own Risk, Derek Jarman weaves poetry,
prose, photographs and newspaper extracts into a rich tapestry of gay experience in the UK. The
buttoned-up repression of the fifties and sixties makes way for liberation and free love in the seventies,
only to be chased by the terror and pain of HIV/AIDS. This is Jarman at his passionate best, written
when he was already ill with HIV and in the midst of the moral panic surrounding the AIDS crisis.
Defiant and furious, he not only celebrates his own sexuality but skewers wider society for its brazen
homophobia. Reissued here 25 years after Jarman's death, with an introduction by Straight Jacket
author Matthew Todd, At Your Own Risk remains a singular work. It is a powerful reminder of how far
we have come and how much further we have left to go. 'It blew my mind quite honestly !', It's A Sin
star Olly Alexander via Twitter
Smiling in Slow Motion Derek Jarman
Voice of the Fish Lars Horn 2022-09-15 'This book left me stunned. Breathtaking in its scope and
generosity . . . We are in the midst of a transcendent talent.' Maaza Mengiste, author of the Booker
Prize-shortlisted The Shadow King 'Rapturous . . . [Horn] is the mystic's David Attenborough.' New York
Times Book Review Lars Horn's Voice of the Fish, winner of the Graywolf Press Nonfiction Prize, is a
kaleidoscopic, hallucinatory memoir that explores the trans experience through meditations upon
aquatic life and mythology, set against the backdrop of travels in Russia and a debilitating injury that
left Horn temporarily unable to speak, read and write. In their adept hands, these poignant, allusive
shards take shape as a unified whole: short vignettes about fish, reliquaries and antiquities serve as
interludes between - and subtle reflections upon - longer memories of their life, knitting together a
sinuous, wave-like form that flows across the book. Horn swims through a range of subjects; across
marine history, theology, questions of the body and gender, sexuality, transmasculinity and illness.
From their childhood modelling for their mother's art installations - immersed in a bath with dead squid;
encased in a full-body plaster cast - to their travels before they were out as trans, these beguiling
fragments are linked by a desire to interrogate the physical, and to identify the current beneath. Horn
re-examines presumptions about the body, privileging instead ways of seeing and being that resist
binaries, ways that falter, fracture, mutate. Sensuous and immersive, Voice of the Fish is unique: a
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masterful and moving achievement.
Derek Jarman's Caravaggio Derek Jarman 1986-01-01
The Last of England Derek Jarman 1987
Blue Mythologies Carol Mavor 2019-06-10 The sea, the sky, the veins of your hands, the earth when
photographed from space--blue sometimes seems to overwhelm all the other shades of our world in its
all-encompassing presence. The blues of Blue Mythologies include those present in the world's
religions, eggs, science, slavery, gender, sex, art, the literary past, and contemporary film. Carol
Mavor's engaging and elegiac readings in this beautifully illustrated book take the reader from the blue
of a newborn baby's eyes to Giotto's frescoes at Padua, and from the films of Derek Jarman and
Krzysztof Kiéslowski to the islands of Venice and Aran. In each example Mavor unpicks meaning both
above and below the surface of culture. In an echo of Roland Barthes's essays in Mythologies, blue is
unleashed as our most familiar and most paradoxical color. At once historical, sociological, literary, and
visual, Blue Mythologies gives us a fresh and contemplative look into the traditions, tales, and
connotations of those somethings blue.
Art and Death Chris Townsend 2008-07-29 This highly sensitive and beautifully written book looks
closely at the way contemporary Western artists negotiate death, both as personal experience and in
the wider community. Townsend discusses but moves beyond the 'spectacle of death' in work by artists
such as Damien Hirst to see how mortality - in particular the experience of other people's death - brings
us face to face with profound ethical and even political issues. He looks at personal responses to death
in the work of artists as varied as Francis Bacon, Tracey Emin and Derek Jarman, whose film 'Blue' is
discussed here in depth. Exploring the last body of work by the the Kentucky-based photographer Ralph
Eugene Meatyard, and Jewish American installation artist Shimon Attie's powerful memorial work for
the community of Aberfan, Townsend considers death in light of the injunction to 'love they neighbour'.
Derek Jarman: Protest! Seán Kissane 2020-06 Derek Jarman was a very English rebel, a maverick and
radical artist whose unique and distinctive voice was honed protesting against the strictures of life in
post-war Britain. In an innovative practice that roamed freely across all varieties of media, Jarman
refused to live and die quietly. He defined bohemian London life in the 1960s, exploded into queer punk
in the 70s and with unbounded creative rage, ingenuity and sheer personal charm, he triumphed over
an atmosphere of fear and ignorance in the age of AIDS to produce timeless, eloquent works of art
which resonate still more strongly today. This major new publication offers a definitive overview of
Derek Jarman's life and work. It covers all aspects of his oeuvre, from his features to his Super-8 films,
his painting, design for theatre, poetry, gardening, memoir and political activism. Protest! contains
excerpts from Jarman's own writings, short interviews with friends and collaborators and newly
commissioned texts from a wide range of contributors including John Maybury, Peter Tatchell, Philip
Hoare, Sir Norman Rosenthal and Olivia Laing. Generously illustrated with previously unseen images
drawn from Jarman's personal archive and unseen works from all stages of his career, this book brings
the reader fresh and surprising insights into the world of this much-loved artist.
Queer Edward II Derek Jarman 1991 No Marketing Blurb
Hippie Folk Art Coloring Book 2016-03-01 A collection of 50 illustrations, inspired by hippie folk art
and infused with peace, love and happiness! Illustrated by Dawn Collins, this book is packed with
detailed pictures of flowers, suns, garden designs, coffee images and more. It also has inspirational
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quotes and positive affirmations sprinkled throughout to inspire you along the way!
Pharmacopoeia Derek Jarman 2022-03-03 'I planted a dog rose. Then I found a curious piece of
driftwood and used this, and one of the necklaces of holey stones on the wall, to stake the rose. The
garden had begun. I saw it as a therapy and a pharmacopoeia.' In 1986 artist and filmmaker, Derek
Jarman, bought Prospect Cottage, a Victorian fisherman's hut on the desert sands of Dungeness. It was
to be a home and refuge for Jarman throughout his HIV diagnosis, and it would provide the stage for
one of his most enduring, if transitory projects - his garden. Conceived of as a 'pharmacopoeia' - an
ever-evolving circle of stones, plants and flotsam sculptures all built and grown in spite of the bracing
winds and arid shingle - it remains today a site of fascination and wonder. Pharmacopoeia brings
together the best of Derek Jarman's writing on nature, gardening and Prospect Cottage. Told through
journal entries, poems and fragments of prose, it paints a portrait of Jarman's personal and artistic
reliance on the space Dungeness offered him, and shows the cycle of the years spent there in one
moving collage. '[Derek] made of this wee house, his wooden tent pitched in the wilderness, an artwork
- and out of its shingle skirts, an ingenious garden - now internationally recognised. But, first and
foremost, the cottage was always a living thing, a practical toolbox for his work' Tilda Swinton, from her
Foreword
Field Book for Describing and Sampling Soils 1998
Art as Art Ad Reinhardt 1991-06-06 Ad Reinhardt is probably best known for his black paintings, which
aroused as much controversy as admiration in the American art world when they were first exhibited in
the 1950s. Although his ideas about art and life were often at odds with those of his contemporaries,
they prefigured the ascendance of minimalism. Reinhardt's interest in the Orient and in religion, his
strong convictions about the value of abstraction, and his disgust with the commercialism of the art
world are as fresh and valid today as they were when he first expressed them.
Chroma Derek Jarman 1995 "In CHROMA Derek Jarman explains the use of colour in Medieval painting
through the Renaissance to the modernists and draws on the great colour theorists from Pliny to
Leonardo. He also talks about the meaning of colours in literature, science, philosophy, psychology,
religion More...and alchemy. The colours on Jarman's palette are mixed with memory and insight to
create an evocative and highly personal work."--Publisher.
Color Me Confident Veronique Henderson 2008-01-01 The first book from the Color Me Beautiful
team-created more than 25 years ago-still continues to sell well, and the world's leading image
consultancy is back with an updated look at fashion and cosmetics. Millions of people have used this
internationally recognized system to look and feel better. Think of it as feng shui for the body, a way of
using color to make yourself sparkle from head to toe and glow from within. And now the Color Me
Beautiful organization presents brand-new, totally contemporary strategies in an easy-to-follow and
lushly illustrated volume. Guided by questionnaires, photos and palettes, and boxed pointers, anyone
can do a color analysis and figure out what shades work best with her skin, hair, and eye tones.
Confidence-building plans feature ideal outfits for any shape; tricks for adapting your wardrobe to
different lifestyles; and ideas for developing a stylish, original approach to dress. Plus, there's makeup
and accessory advice for that perfect finishing touch.
The Phantom Tollbooth Norton Juster 1988-10-12 With almost 5 million copies sold 60 years after its
original publication, generations of readers have now journeyed with Milo to the Lands Beyond in this
beloved classic. Enriched by Jules Feiffer’s splendid illustrations, the wit, wisdom, and wordplay of
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Norton Juster’s offbeat fantasy are as beguiling as ever. “Comes up bright and new every time I read it .
. . it will continue to charm and delight for a very long time yet. And teach us some wisdom, too.” -Phillip Pullman For Milo, everything’s a bore. When a tollbooth mysteriously appears in his room, he
drives through only because he’s got nothing better to do. But on the other side, things seem different.
Milo visits the Island of Conclusions (you get there by jumping), learns about time from a ticking
watchdog named Tock, and even embarks on a quest to rescue Rhyme and Reason. Somewhere along
the way, Milo realizes something astonishing. Life is far from dull. In fact, it’s exciting beyond his
wildest dreams!
Works for Works, Book 1 Gavin Keeney 2022-07-25 Works for Works, Book 1: Useless Beauty tackles
"legacy" issues of intellectual property rights (IPR) in artistic production and academic scholarship and
proposes a category or class of works that has no relation to IPR nor to proprietary regimes of copyright
and academic privilege. Keeney's book is a structuralist argument for establishing new forms of artistic
scholarship that operate in direct opposition to established norms in both the art world and neoliberal
academia, and is also rigorously contextualized within past and present-day arguments for and against
patrimonial and paternalistic, avant-garde and normative, forms of censure and conformity across
cultural production. Works for Works, Book 1: Useless Beauty privileges an iterative, generative, and
aleatory methodology for artistic scholarship, with transmedia proposed as a "tutelary form" of
editioning works against the dictates of the art-academic complex. This focus on generativity also
invokes the dialectical operations historically associated with past avant-gardes as they have negotiated
an elective nihilism as an avenue for exiting established and authorized forms of conceptual and
intellectual inquiry in the Arts and Humanities. Gavin Keeney is Director of Agence 'X', founded in New
York, New York, in 2007. He completed a research doctorate in Architecture at Deakin University,
Australia, in 2014, on the subject of "Visual Agency in Art and Architecture." His publications include
Dossier Chris Marker: The Suffering Image (Cambridge Scholars Publishing, 2012), Knowledge, Spirit,
Law, Book 1: Radical Scholarship (punctum, 2015), and Knowledge, Spirit, Law, Book 2: The Anticapitalist Sublime (punctum, 2017). He has taught and lectured in architecture schools in the US,
England, Slovenia, Australia, and India.
Bloom Sarah Westcott 2021-04-19 'Skilful patterning, sharp observation, sensuous evocativeness and
startling leaps of metaphorical imagination give her poems a vivid, immediate impact, absorbing the
reader in the experiences they present.' Edmund Prestwich, London Grip
Chroma Derek Jarman 1994-01 Derek Jarman, who was diagnosed HIV positive in 1987, explores the
proposition that the prospect of imminent death makes a man feel more fully alive. With his own senses
about to be extinguished, and tuned to the highest pitch, he tries to capture on paper the essence of
sensual experience.
Chromophobia David Batchelor 2000-09 Batchelor coins the term "chromophobia"--A fear of corruption
or contamination through color--in a meditation on color in western culture. Batchelor analyzes the
history of, and the motivations behind, chromophobia, from its beginnings through examples of
nineteenth-century literature, twentieth-century architecture and film to Pop art, minimalism and the
art and architecture of the present day. He argues that there is a tradition of resistance to colour in the
West, exemplified by many attempts to purge color from art, literature and architecture. Batchelor
seeks to analyze the motivations behind chromophobia, considering the work of writers and
philosophers who have used color as a significant motif, and offering new interpretations of familiar
texts and works of art.
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Blue Violet Cig Harvey 2021-05-04 A book of deeply personal and lush photographs, drawings, and
writing, Blue Violet is Cig Harvey's celebration of the natural world and the senses. Blue Violet is a
vibrant meditation on the procession of seasons, sensory abundance, and the magic in everyday life.
Part art book, botanical guide, historical encyclopedia, and poetry collection, Blue Violet is a
compendium of beauty, color, and the senses. Plants, flowers, and our experience of the natural world
are the threads that tie this unique book together. Exploring the five senses, Blue Violet takes the
reader on a personal journey through nature and the range of human emotions. As with her previous
three titles--You Look At Me Like An Emergency, Gardening at Night, and You an Orchestra You a
Bomb--this book invites the reader to pause, laugh, cry, create, and become more aware of the natural
world. Images and text in a variety of forms (prose poetry, recipes, lists, research pieces, diagrams)
focus on immediate experience to understand the vibrancy of the senses on memory and feelings.
Representations of HIV and AIDS Gabriele Griffin 2000 Gabriele Griffin argues that the explosion of
HIV/AIDS into highly visible cultural forms, from movies, theatre, activist interventions, and art from
the late-1980s to the mid-1990s has been replaced by a retreat to artisitic invisibility.
Derek Jarman
Apple Is My Sign Mary Riskind 1993-03 A 10-year-old boy returns to his parents' apple farm for the
holidays after his first term at a school for the deaf in Philadelphia. "An exuberant book that should do a
lot to put across the natural feelings, and special circumstances, of deaf kids".--Kirkus Reviews, pointer
review. ALA Notable Children's Book.
Wayfarer (Volume 2) Alexandra Bracken 2017-01-03 I've been orphaned by my time. The timeline has
changed. My future is gone. Etta Spencer didn't know she was a traveler until the day she emerged
both miles and years from her home. Now, robbed of the powerful object that was her only hope of
saving her mother, Etta finds herself stranded once more, cut off from Nicholas—the eighteenth century
privateer she loves—and her natural time. When Etta inadvertently stumbles into the heart of the
Thorns, the renegade travelers who stole the astrolabe from her, she vows to finish what she started
and destroy the astrolabe once and for all. Instead, she's blindsided by a bombshell revelation from
their leader, Henry Hemlock: he is her father. Suddenly questioning everything she's been fighting for,
Etta must choose a path, one that could transform her future. Still devastated by Etta's disappearance,
Nicholas has enlisted the unlikely help of Sophia Ironwood and a cheeky mercenary-for-hire to track
both her and the missing astrolabe down. But as the tremors of change to the timeline grow stronger
and the stakes for recovering the astrolabe mount, they discover an ancient power far more frightening
than the rival travelers currently locked in a battle for control. . . a power that threatens to eradicate
the timeline altogether. From colonial Nassau to New York City, San Francisco to Roman Carthage,
imperial Russia to the Vatican catacombs, New York Times #1 best-selling author Alexandra Bracken
charts a gorgeously detailed, thrilling course through time in this stunning conclusion to the Passenger
series.
Derek Jarman's Garden Derek Jarman 2009-05 Derek Jarmans Garden is the last book Jarman ever
wrote. It is a fitting memorial to a brilliant and greatly loved artist and film maker who, against all odds,
made a breathtaking garden in the most inhospitable of places the flat, bleak, often desolate expanse of
shingle overlooked by the Dungeness nuclear power station. Here is Jarmans own record of how the
garden evolved, from its earliest beginnings in 1986 to the last year of his life. More than 150
photographs by his friend Howard Sooley capture the garden at all its different stages and at every
season of the year, revealing its complex geometrical plan, magical stone circles and the beautiful and
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bizarre scupltures. We also catch glimpses of Jarman at work on the garden. This beautiful book will
appeal to all those who love gardens and gardening, as well as the legions of admirers of this
extraordinary man.
Ignition! John Drury Clark 2018-05-23 This newly reissued debut book in the Rutgers University Press
Classics Imprint is the story of the search for a rocket propellant which could be trusted to take man
into space. This search was a hazardous enterprise carried out by rival labs who worked against the
known laws of nature, with no guarantee of success or safety. Acclaimed scientist and sci-fi author John
Drury Clark writes with irreverent and eyewitness immediacy about the development of the explosive
fuels strong enough to negate the relentless restraints of gravity. The resulting volume is as much a
memoir as a work of history, sharing a behind-the-scenes view of an enterprise which eventually took
men to the moon, missiles to the planets, and satellites to outer space. A classic work in the history of
science, and described as “a good book on rocket stuff…that’s a really fun one” by SpaceX founder Elon
Musk, readers will want to get their hands on this influential classic, available for the first time in
decades.
Kaffe Fassett's Pattern Library Kaffe Fassett 2003 A colorful treasury of creative knitting patterns by
a leading knitwear designer includes more than 190 superlative designs, along with detailed charts,
step-by-step instructions, and 350 full-color photographs.
Expanded Cinema Gene Youngblood 2020-03-03 Fiftieth anniversary reissue of the founding media
studies book that helped establish media art as a cultural category. First published in 1970, Gene
Youngblood’s influential Expanded Cinema was the first serious treatment of video, computers, and
holography as cinematic technologies. Long considered the bible for media artists, Youngblood’s insider
account of 1960s counterculture and the birth of cybernetics remains a mainstay reference in today’s
hypermediated digital world. This fiftieth anniversary edition includes a new Introduction by the author
that offers conceptual tools for understanding the sociocultural and sociopolitical realities of our
present world. A unique eyewitness account of burgeoning experimental film and the birth of video art
in the late 1960s, this far- ranging study traces the evolution of cinematic language to the end of fiction,
drama, and realism. Vast in scope, its prescient formulations include “the paleocybernetic age,”
“intermedia,” the “artist as design scientist,” the “artist as ecologist,” “synaesthetics and kinesthetics,”
and “the technosphere: man/machine symbiosis.” Outstanding works are analyzed in detail. Methods of
production are meticulously described, including interviews with artists and technologists of the period,
such as Nam June Paik, Jordan Belson, Andy Warhol, Stan Brakhage, Carolee Schneemann, Stan
VanDerBeek, Les Levine, and Frank Gillette. An inspiring Introduction by the celebrated polymath and
designer R. Buckminster Fuller—a perfectly cut gem of countercultural thinking in itself—places
Youngblood’s radical observations in comprehensive perspective. Providing an unparalleled historical
documentation, Expanded Cinema clarifies a chapter of countercultural history that is still not fully
represented in the arthistorical record half a century later. The book will also inspire the current
generation of artists working in ever-newer expansions of the cinematic environment and will prove
invaluable to all who are concerned with the technologies that are reshaping the nature of human
communication.
Preference, Belief, and Similarity Amos Tversky 2003-11-21 Amos Tversky (1937–1996), a towering
figure in cognitive and mathematical psychology, devoted his professional life to the study of similarity,
judgment, and decision making. He had a unique ability to master the technicalities of normative ideals
and then to intuit and demonstrate experimentally their systematic violation due to the vagaries and
consequences of human information processing. He created new areas of study and helped transform
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disciplines as varied as economics, law, medicine, political science, philosophy, and statistics. This book
collects forty of Tversky's articles, selected by him in collaboration with the editor during the last
months of Tversky's life. It is divided into three sections: Similarity, Judgment, and Preferences. The
Preferences section is subdivided into Probabilistic Models of Choice, Choice under Risk and
Uncertainty, and Contingent Preferences. Included are several articles written with his frequent
collaborator, Nobel Prize-winning economist Daniel Kahneman.
House of Leaves Mark Z. Danielewski 2000-03-07 “A novelistic mosaic that simultaneously reads like a
thriller and like a strange, dreamlike excursion into the subconscious.” —The New York Times Years
ago, when House of Leaves was first being passed around, it was nothing more than a badly bundled
heap of paper, parts of which would occasionally surface on the Internet. No one could have anticipated
the small but devoted following this terrifying story would soon command. Starting with an odd
assortment of marginalized youth -- musicians, tattoo artists, programmers, strippers,
environmentalists, and adrenaline junkies -- the book eventually made its way into the hands of older
generations, who not only found themselves in those strangely arranged pages but also discovered a
way back into the lives of their estranged children. Now this astonishing novel is made available in book
form, complete with the original colored words, vertical footnotes, and second and third appendices.
The story remains unchanged, focusing on a young family that moves into a small home on Ash Tree
Lane where they discover something is terribly wrong: their house is bigger on the inside than it is on
the outside. Of course, neither Pulitzer Prize-winning photojournalist Will Navidson nor his companion
Karen Green was prepared to face the consequences of that impossibility, until the day their two little
children wandered off and their voices eerily began to return another story -- of creature darkness, of
an ever-growing abyss behind a closet door, and of that unholy growl which soon enough would tear
through their walls and consume all their dreams.
Kicking the Pricks 1997 Soon after he started filming "The Last of England" (which had much
autobiographical content) in 1986, Derek Jarman started work on this book, which contains diary
entries, interviews and notes from the script. He writes of his childhood and his kleptomaniac father,
the process through which he came to terms with his homosexuality, his early work as a painter and
designer, and his debut as a film director. Serious themes are followed thoughout, as Jarman writes of
what he regards as the corruption of the cinema industry, the moral and personal consequences of the
AIDS virus, and the down side of Thatcher's Britain.
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